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JackJaw® Extractors Make Stake 

Pulling Easy! 

JackJaw® extractors are the fast, easy and safe way to 
pull tent and inflatable stakes. The powerful, patented 
jaw mechanism allows you to pull stakes straight out of 
the ground or asphalt without bending them. The jaw 
mechanism provides a positive grip that prevents back 
and shoulder strain that results from the whiplash of other 
pullers. Two sizes of JackJaw® models with enormous 
pulling power for stakes from 3/16” – 1 ¼”. The JJ030X 
sturdy lever arm gives you a 16 to 1 mechanical advantage. 
A 100lb down force on the handle generates a 1600lb 
upward force and a 3200lb gripping force on the post. The 
JJ050X models give you a 28 to 1 mechanical advantage and 
delivers 2800lbs of upward force. Use the AC0009 adapter, 
with the models with extendable bases, for pulling from 
stake bar systems. The easily replaceable jaws are case 
hardened AR400 steel for long wear. JackJaw® units have a 
zinc and clear chromate plating for long lasting durability 
and corrosion resistance. JackJaw® Extractors are produced 
in Dayton, Ohio, from heavy-gauge steel plate and tubing to 
withstand everyday jobsite use. Over 50 different models 
for pulling concrete form stakes, utility ground rods, sign 
posts, t-fence posts, anchor cables and more!

» See our ad on page 8.
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Celebrating 75 Years!

We are proud to provide the foundation for life’s greatest 
celebrations and experiences all over the world. Thankyou 
for choosing Bil-Jax for all your event staging and tent 
flooring needs the last 75 years. Here’s to the next 75 years.

Get to know the simplest, fastest, safest, and most adaptable 
tent flooring system in the industry. The Bil-Jax TF2100 
Tent Flooring System. Helping you work more efficiently, 
and providing substantial labor savings. The first patented 
engineered tent floor system for clearspan tents. Engineered 
to seamlessly integrate with the industry’s most popular 
tents:  Anchor, Eureka, Liri, Losberger, Roder, Shelter and 
more. Our components incorporate the tent structure 
directly with the floor. The TF2100 is proven to save time 
and money and can accommodate various elevations and 
terrains. We help you place a tent on any landscape. 

PRODUCTS: Tent flooring, event staging, scaffold

» See our ad on page 1.
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